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LETTER FROM THE AUTHOR

STATE OF SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

Hello, Fellow Marketers!
There is no question social marketing has become an integral part of the sales and marketing mix.
We have transcended the question of whether social marketing is worthy of an investment. Today’s
questions are more sophisticated, exploring scalable, proven ways to build social media presence and
engagement with our prospects and customers. The enthusiasm for the potential of social remains
strong, as many of us expect to improve our social media practices and link them to tangible business
results in 2012.
This report contains the collective intelligence of more than 320 marketers from a wide variety of
industries and levels of social marketing experience. It brings to you insights and benchmarks to
solidify your social marketing strategy, grow your social footprint and engage with your audiences for
maximum return. You will learn how leaders allocate resources and discover the top social platforms
and social media management tools they use to make their jobs easier, more efficient and impactful.
You will also read about social marketing investment priorities and the practices companies will adopt
to ensure 2012 is the year of the social business.
You will notice some underlying themes in this report: Executives and senior managers are looking for
traction in three key areas – ROI, integration of social with lead generation and sales and expansion
of social presence and reach. While social marketers feel they do not have the necessary resources to
execute initiatives successfully, they must meet the expectations of senior management who demand
to see tangible business value.
You will see clear maturity patterns, with companies experienced in social marketing moving beyond
growing social presence and reach. Their focus will shift to active social media management for
increased lead generation and sales. You will see less-experienced marketers following their visionary
peers, adopting established practices as they move along the maturity continuum.
A few take-aways for those staring out: Less-experienced social marketers seem to want to get there
fast. They want to participate in the top platforms used by marketing leaders; they want to invest in
content generation that leads to higher engagement and sales; they want to measure the tangible
results of their investment. With limited resources, budgets and experience, they likely won’t be able to
do it all. The strategies of following the trailblazers need to incorporate proven approaches to scaling
the social efforts. Rather than simply allocating people to social, newcomers need to plan for and invest
in social media management systems and technologies that will allow for scalable, measurable growth.
We could not be more excited about the potential 2012 holds for all of us. We look forward to
continuing the dialog with you next year. Expect to hear more from top marketers, strategists and
Awareness’ partners who are making a real difference in social marketing.
Enjoy this report and let us know what you think – we encourage you to share it within your
organization and with your peers – let’s bring the collective conversation to a new level where we can
learn from each other and realize the promise and potential of engaging with the social customer.
Best wishes for a prosperous, healthy and social 2012,
Brian Zanghi
CEO of Awareness, Inc.
Join the conversation #AwarenessSMM
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STATE OF SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

As we assessed the accomplishments of 2011 and prepared for 2012, the team at
Awareness, Inc. connected with 320 marketers from a cross-section of industries,
company sizes and levels of social marketing experience. We heard from those
leading the efforts at the C-level, those who manage as well as those who support
the social marketing function within their organizations, and a number of business
leaders who are helping to bridge the social gap within their enterprises.
Survey Respondent Role Within Company
8%

27%

38%

Executive or Senior Management
Mid-Level Management
Marketing Support
n=275
Other

27%
We are excited about the number of responses from executives and senior
managers, which we believe is further evidence that social marketing has achieved
a higher level of strategic focus and organizational priority.
Furthermore, this report contains responses from organizations at various stages
of social marketing program implementation. We got a balanced response from
those starting out (self-reported novices and social media dabblers) and those who
have gained a strong foothold with social marketing (self-reported experienced
companies and social marketing leaders). For those among us who are more
statistically inclined, we would note that these self-assessments approximate a
bell-curve distribution, which we believe supports the validity of the findings across
companies with different levels of experience in this field.
Level of Social Marketing Expertise
9%
18%
36%

37%
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Novice
Dabbler
Experienced
Social Marketing Leaders n=275

MAJOR FINDINGS

STATE OF SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

Here are some of the major findings and take-aways from the State of Social
Marketing Survey, conducted in late November and early December, 2011:

Top social marketing investment areas: presence, frequency & processes
Marketers are looking to invest heavily in social media marketing in 2012. The top
quoted areas of social marketing focus include:

⁌ Increased presence across social marketing platforms reported by 70%
of survey respondents
⁌ Increased frequency of content publishing, as reported by 59% of
respondents
⁌ More robust social marketing management and monitoring round out
the top three with 50% and 45%, respectively

Top social marketing challenges: Resources & ROI
Marketers are still grappling with how to get sufficient resources and then best
measure the return on their social marketing investment. 77% of respondents
indicated a lack of sufficient resources, while 58% reported measuring ROI as
their top social marketing challenge for 2012, which may indicate a disconnect and
stalemate between the different levels of an organization. Managing and growing
social presence was reported among the top challenges for 42% of marketers in
2012.

Top social platforms: The Big Three are dominating
Top social marketing platforms of choice for marketers in 2011 were:
100
80

87%

86%

60
40
20
0
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76%

66%

56%

Facebook
Twitter
LinkedIn
Youtube
Blogs
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Planned new social platforms for 2012: blogs, forums and YouTube
The social platforms that will catch marketers’ interest and see increased
investment in 2012 include:
30

28%

25

19%

20

Blogs
Forums
Youtube
n=275

18%

15
10
5
0

Planned new social marketing platforms for experienced marketers
in 2012: The leaders are expanding to new platforms
Experienced social marketers report that they plan increased usage of social
marketing platforms beyond the Big Three such as:
100
80
60

91%

86%
59%

40

50%

43%

30%

20

Blogs
YouTube
foursquare
Flickr
SlideShare
Tumbler
n=275

0

Social media monitoring practices: Becoming a necessity
78% of marketers reported monitoring social media channels for mentions of
their brand at least a few times a week and 62% reported monitoring industry
conversations with the same frequency. Of those who did not monitor social media
conversations in 2011, 70% report that they plan to do so in 2012.

Use of social media management platforms:
Gaining momentum with leaders
Only 19% of surveyed marketers reported using a social media management
platform despite managing presence and engagement on multiple platforms (even
in cases where the number of platforms is growing). 25% reported that they plan
to add social media management tools to their social marketing arsenal in 2012.
Sponsored by:
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Social media ROI: Top of mind but difficult to measure
Although only half of the respondents reported measuring the success of their
programs in 2011, another 30% plan to measure in 2012. Granted, success
may be defined more broadly than ROI, but clearer ROI is needed to support
allocation of the desired resources. In 2011, the primary measure was reach:
76% of respondents used the number of new fans and followers as a proxy for
progress. For two-thirds, the desired outcome was to drive traffic to owned media:
66% measured traffic from social channels to web properties as an indication of
success. (This strategy is likely more prevalent in B2B and certain industries, but
more on that in our next cut of the data). Engagement came in third: 53% reported
using social mentions of their brand across platforms, and 40% measured share
of social conversations. A little over one third made further links to ROI: 38% of
marketers monitored and reported on lead generation activities.

Social marketing budgets and resources: Still insufficient
57% of marketers who offered their insights in this State of Social Marketing
Survey indicated that they have not allocated budgets to social marketing but rely
on people resources. This group was followed by 18% of marketers who spend
between $1,000 and $10,000 annually. Only 8% reported 2011 budgets of over
$50,000 per year. In terms of allocating people, the
majority of companies (74% of them) have found the
formula to be between one and three people. 12% of the
respondents reported that more than five people were
dedicated to social marketing efforts.

Top news education resources for social marketers: Blogs, peers and
conferences
82% of marketers indicated they read blogs as their key way to stay on top of
industry developments and best practices. Blogs were followed by peers, a key
source of news and insights for 59% of respondents. Conferences came in as
marketers’ third most-trusted source of industry developments at 43%.
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Investment in social marketing is clearly on the rise. Increased presence across
social media platforms is still the top priority for marketers, followed by increased
frequency of content publishing and more robust social marketing management processes and tools. Respondents are focusing efforts beyond the Big Three platforms
(Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn) to expand reach into multiple social marketing
networks. Mobile will be an investment area for one-third of marketers.
Top Areas of Corporate Social Marketing Investment for 2012
80
70
60
50

Increased presence across
social media platforms
Increased frequency of
content publishing
More robust social
marketing management
More robust social media
monitoring
More social media
presence
n=319
Other

70%
59%
50%

45%

40

33%

30
20
10

6%

0
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An analysis of investment priorities by level of experience with social media is
more informative, as we see that followers are driving the focus on presence
and frequency. Investments in expanded social reach will be led in 2012 by
self-reported social marketing novices and dabblers, 78% and 71% respectively.
Experienced social marketers also plan to continue to invest in social reach but
at a lower rate: 64% reported that they plan to increase investment in this area in
2012, mostly represented by expansion into new platforms.
Where experienced social marketers differ from their less-experienced
colleagues is in their planned use of robust social media monitoring and
management platforms: 64% of experienced marketers plan increased
investments in robust social media management platforms, compared to
43% of social marketing novices. Experienced social marketers will also see
an increased focus on mobile social media presence. Expect experienced
social marketers to set the stage for the industry, driving best practices and
establishing the benchmarks for others to follow in 2012.
Top Areas of Corporate Social Marketing Investment for 2012
by Level of Social Marketing Experience
Increased presence
across social media
platforms
Increased frequency
of content
publishing
More robust
social marketing
management
More robust social
media monitoring

Novice
Dabbler
Experienced
Expert
n=279

More social
media presence
Other

0
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When we look at who drives social marketing investment decisions within the
enterprise, we notice a clear alignment on priorities at all levels of the organization.
Senior decision-makers are seemingly on board with growing their companies’
social reach, increasing content frequency and enabling robust social media
management and monitoring through processes and tools. But when we look at the
actual investment levels within the enterprise, we see that most social marketing
departments are severely under-resourced and underfunded (Refer to Company
Social Marketing Resources section for more detail).
Top Areas of Corporate Social Marketing Investment for 2012
by Role within the Company

Increased presence
across social media
platforms
Increased frequency
of content
publishing
More robust
social marketing
management
More robust social
media monitoring

Executive
or Senior
Management
Mid-Level
Management
Marketing
Support
Other
n=275

Mobile social
media presence

Other
0

10
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Budget Influence
There is a direct correlation between the planned focus of social media investments
and available social marketing budgets. It is hard to tell whether the budget drives
the focus or, more appropriately, the focus has generated a budget, but those with
limited budgets in 2012 will be more focused on increasing presence across social
media platforms, a priority for 69% of those marketers. Of those with social marketing budgets in the $30,000 to $50,000 range, almost 80% will look to invest in more
robust social media monitoring. Three-quarters of the companies with the largest
budgets ($100,000+) will seek investment in tools and processes for social media
management.
Top Areas of Corporate Investment for 2012 by Size of Social Marketing
Budget
Increased presence
across social media
platforms
Increased frequency
of content
publishing
More robust
social marketing
management
More robust social
media monitoring
No budget,
just people
$1,000-$10,000
$10,000-$30,000
$30,000-$50,000
Over $100,000
n=267

Mobile social
media presence

Other
0

10
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Summary
In 2012, presence and frequency of content will remain a top priority, especially for
the novices and dabblers. The leaders will venture into new platforms and move
beyond presence and frequency to focus on processes and tools that help them
monitor and manage their social marketing investment.
We predict that in 2012 levels of social marketing investment will serve as a
company’s social marketing maturity score. Those in the early stages will dive into
social with little consideration for the tools and methodologies to scale their social
activities. Socially maturing companies, who have tested this approach and saw its
limitation, will manage social as a strategic business function with the corresponding
methodologies, processes and technologies to scale it and make it successful.

Additional Resources: Free eBooks & White Papers
⁌ How to Audit Your Social Marketing Efforts: Learn how to evaluate the
effectiveness of your current social marketing strategy. Identify new ways to
improve the return on your social marketing investment.
⁌ The Social Funnel: Driving Business Value with Social Marketing: This eBook
helps CMOs and social media strategists think about organizing and optimizing
social marketing and lays out the steps and best practices to get the most value
from social media investments.
⁌ 11 Strategies to Increase Engagement: 11 Strategies to Increase Engagement
helps marketers facilitate communication with their audience, highlighting best
practices for businesses of all sizes.
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Although senior management prioritizes social ROI as one of their top areas of
focus, they are not willing to invest before they see the proof behind it. 75% of
marketers surveyed for this report represent companies with social marketing
budgets below $10,000 annually, with 57% of marketers relying solely on human
resources to get the social marketing job done.
Size of Company Budget for Social Marketing

5%

4% 5%

11%
57%

18%

No budget, just people
$1,000-$10,000
$10,000-$30,000
$30,000-$50,000
$50,000-$100,000
Over $100,000
n=278

When we look at the human resource allocation for social marketing initiatives, we
see that a clear 74% majority of companies surveyed rely on the help of one to three
marketers dedicated to social media efforts, with additional 20% relying on three or
more resources. This survey did not poll participants on their use of outside social
marketing resources such as social marketing consultants or agencies.
Number of Dedicated Social Marketing Resources within Companies

5%

5%

10+
5-10
3-5
1-3
None
n=278

7%
9%
74%
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Summary
2012 is going to be the year when we start to see a more balanced approach
between social media resources and investments in social media infrastructure.
Such approach will empower social media marketers to scale and prove the value of
their social initiatives.

Additional Resources: Free eBooks & White Papers

⁌ How Corporations Should Prioritize Social Business Budgets: Learn from
Altimeter analysts Charlene Li and Jeremiah Oywang about best practices for
allocating and prioritizing social business budgets.
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With the enthusiasm and increased investment in social marketing come some key
challenges that marketers expect to tackle in 2012. The 2012 challenge identified
most frequently (by 77% of respondents) was around lack of sufficient resources.
Trailing as a close second was measuring the ROI of social marketing programs
as reported by 58% of respondents. Marketing support levels are asking for
investment, but executives are looking for ROI before dedicating more resources.
The use of measurement tools may be the way to break a possible stalemate.
Top Social Marketing Challenges for 2012
77%

Lack of sufficient resources
Measuring ROI

58%

Managing and growing
social presence

42%

Integrating social with lead
gen and sales

37%

Integrating social with the
rest of our marketing

34%

Monitoring social media

33%

Managing publishing of social
content across platforms

31%

Social media training

n=319

22%
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“While we are monitoring the traffic that our social marketing generates, we still
struggle with how (and whether or not) that relates to income” (Survey respondent)
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The lack of resources theme is an issue for marketers at all levels of experience,
with dabblers being the most challenged. Experienced social marketers are the
most challenged by ROI measurement, whereas the leaders are split. Novices
are more concerned with managing their presence and integrating with the rest of
marketing than the rest of the pack.
Top Social Marketing Challenges for 2012 by Level of Social
Marketing Experience
Lack of sufficient resources
Measuring ROI
Managing and growing
social presence
Integrating social with the
rest of our marketing
Integrating social with lead
gen and sales
Managing publishing of social
content across platforms

Novice
Dabbler
Experienced
Expert
n=279
n=279

Monitoring social media
Social media training
0
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Summary
Although social marketing will receive increased adoption among companies of all
sizes and industries, the practice requires a bigger piece of the overall resource and
budget allocation. Without the proper support to scale social marketing programs,
many marketers will feel constrained to show tangible results for their business.
The need for resources seems to be met with a demand for ROI proof from the top.

Additional Resources: Free White Papers
⁌ 6 Steps to Building and Managing a Successful Social Media Marketing
Team: Learn how to get the most value from your social marketing resources.
⁌ A Marketer’s Guide to Social Media: Developing and Implementing a Social
Media Marketing Strategy: An introduction to essential social media marketing
concepts that will help you and your organization make informed decisions about
your social media program.
⁌ The Social Customer: How Brands Can Use Social CRM to Acquire,
Monetize, and Retain Fans, Friends, and Followers
o Buy the book
o Download a free chapter
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Social media monitoring was one of the reported hot areas in 2011. 80% of survey
respondents stated that they monitor for brand mentions in real-time, near-time or
a few times a week, with 14% planning to do so in 2012 with the same frequency.
This will bring the total of companies monitoring social media at least a few times a
week to 94%. Social media monitoring for industry conversations also saw a peak
in 2011, reaching 75% of respondents. Industry conversation scans will be adopted
by another 14% of respondents in 2012, bringing the total number close to 90%.
Social Media Monitoring for Brand Mentions

8%
14%

33%

22%

Not monitoring with no
plan to
Not monitoring but will
in 2012
A few times / week
Real-time
n=297
Near-time

23%

Social Media Monitoring for Industry Conversations

27%

13%

13%
14%

33%
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We start to see some differences in social monitoring practices based on the level
of social marketing experience of the organization. Close to 80% of social marketing
leaders report monitoring in real- or near-time, compared to those with less social
marketing experience who reported monitoring real- or near-time for brand mentions
20% of the time.
Social Media Monitoring for Brand Mentions by Level of Experience
Novice
Dabbler
Experienced
Expert
n=277

Real-time
Near-time
A few times
per week
None with no
plans to

Doesn’t monitor
but plans to in
2012

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

Not surprisingly, 62% of respondents representing companies with social media
budgets of over $100,000/year monitor for brand mentions in real time. This
indicates a direct correlation between robust social media monitoring practices and
levels of social marketing effectiveness achieved - brands that invest heavily in
their social marketing efforts see the benefit of monitoring social conversations for
deeper user insights and engagement.
Social Media Monitoring for Brand Mentions by Level of
Social Marketing Budget
No budget,
just people
$1,000-$10,000
$10,000-$30,000
$30,000-$50,000
Over $100,000
n=265

Real-time
Near-time
A few times
per week
None with no
plans to
Doesn’t monitor
but plans to in
2012

0
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Social Media Monitoring Tools
When it comes to social media monitoring tools, marketers use a combination of
free and paid tools. Some of the quoted platforms for social media monitoring
include Awareness, Google Alerts, TweetDeck, SocialMention.com, Radian6, and
Sysomos, with no clear leaders in the field.
Free and Paid Social Media Monitoring Tools
Free Tools
Paid Tools

88%

n=203
64%
0

20

40

60

80

100

Social Media Management Practices
Social media management is still a developing practice – most marketers are
cobbling different tools together to manage their social media presence and
engagement, likely impairing their ability to scale social marketing efforts effectively
and efficiently. While 56% of surveyed marketers state that they are currently not
utilizing social media management (SMM) platforms, 25% plan to adopt such tools
in 2012. We believe 2012 will be the year most companies adopt a SMM platform
and expect to see dramatic improvements for those who do so in terms of social
marketing effectiveness and return on their social marketing programs.
Number of Companies Using Social Media Management (SMM) Platforms
Yes
No
No, but
planning to
n=297

19%
56%
25%
0
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20

30
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Summary
Marketers are increasingly adopting social media monitoring and management
platforms in an effort to scale their social marketing programs. Expect to see more
companies adopting social media management and social CRM solutions in 2012,
which in turn will give rise to new insights and best practices that will ultimately help
establish social marketing as a proven area for business investment.

Additional Resources
⁌ Social Marketing Analytics: Learn from Altimeter analysts Jeremiah Oywang
and John Lovett about tools and ways to measure social media.
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Although social marketing ROI was quoted as one of the top priorities for marketers
surveyed in this report, it is still not an area of disciplined measurement for close
to 50% of companies. 2012 will see more marketers jumping on the social ROI
bandwagon, finding ways to gauge the return on their marketing initiatives in a
tangible, disciplined way. We expect to see more companies and brands adopting
scalable social media management platforms that will help them measure the
impact of social initiatives in real-time. For example, more organizations will begin
to utilize social media as a tool for customer acquisition and identify potential
buyers above the traditional funnel to better target messaging and offers. This will
allow companies to better track ROI and close the loop on social media marketing
activities.
Number of Companies Measuring Social Marketing ROI
Yes
No
No, but
planning to
n=297

52%
18%
30%
0

10

20
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Not surprisingly, experienced social marketers show deeper appreciation for social
marketing ROI. Close to 100% of the companies represented in this report state
they are measuring ROI on social marketing initiatives. These companies will set
the metrics, methods and benchmarks that will establish social marketing as one of
the viable, proven ways to drive value for organizations in 2012.
Number of Companies Measuring Social Marketing Efforts by
Level of Experience
Novice
Dabbler
Experienced
Expert
n=297

Yes

No
No, but
planning
to in 2012
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Top Social Marketing ROI Metrics
Social marketing ROI gets its definition from marketers within companies
measuring multiple components of their social marketing initiatives. Starting with
metrics associated with social presence and reach, marketers are moving beyond
the obvious growth in fans and followers and traffic to their websites to tying social
initiatives to lead generation and sales. A growing number marketers surveyed
in this report state that they measure social media in terms of new leads (38%)
and sales (26%) for the enterprise. Expect more companies to join their fellow
marketers in following proven methodologies to connect social to increased market
share in the coming year.
Top Social Marketing ROI Metrics
Social presence: number
of followers & fans

76%
67%

Traffic to website
Social mentions
across platforms
Share of social
conversations

53%
40%
38%

Lead Generation
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Additional Resources
⁌ The Top 9 Social Media Metrics Marketers Need to Know: Discover the top
social ROI metrics such as brand sentiment, engagement and conversions, and
how to build a robust methodology for capturing social ROI
⁌ How to Measure Social Media ROI from Mashable: A practical guide to
measuring social ROI and the tools that enable the social ROI measurement.
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It’s no surprise that the Big Three social media platforms (Facebook, Twitter
and LinkedIn) were the most widely used in 2011, by 87%, 83% and 76% of
respondents, respectively, followed by 66% using YouTube and 57% using blogs.
YouTube is gaining popularity as more companies and brands start to size the
potential of this highly impactful visual medium.
Social platforms such as foursquare, SlideShare, Flickr, Tumblr and forums appear
to be the new territories to explore but are still a niche play. A significant majority,
between 60% and 76%, of survey respondents reported that they did not use those
channels in 2011 and have no plans to use them in 2012. However, it is a tale of
two kingdoms, as we will show in the next section: The majority of the leaders have
presence, whereas the novices and dabblers had no significant interest in these
channels in 2011. Going into 2012 the planned usage ranges between 10% and
20% of respondents at some experience levels.
Top Social Platforms for Brands
Facebook

88% 6%

Twitter

83% 8%
76% 10%

LinkedIn
57% 28%

Blogs

66% 18%

YouTube
29% 19%

Forums

30% 11%

Flickr
SlideShare

22% 16%

foursquare

23% 10%

Tumblr

Currently using
Not currently using,
but plan to in 2012
n=319

15% 10%
0

20
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Other social platforms mentioned by survey respondents include:
⁌
⁌
⁌
⁌
⁌
⁌
⁌
⁌
⁌

Google +
Bestvendor
Getapp
QQ
Renren
Wiebo (Chinese Social Media)
Podcasts
Pinterest
Proprietary communities
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Experienced Marketers are on Blogs, YouTube, Forums, foursquare,
Flickr, SlideShare and Tumblr
Blogs
Blogs are clearly one of the top social platforms of choice for marketers,
especially those with moderate to high levels of social marketing experience.
Marketing leaders have embraced this channel as a viable platform to grow
social reach and engagement. More than 90% of respondents reported using blogs
in 2011. Another 9% of respondents plan to add blogs to their mix in 2012, bringing
the percentage of social marketing leaders using blogs close to 100 in 2012.
Novices and dabblers are joining the blogging bandwagon; 80% of companies
reported planned usage of blogs in 2012.
Blog Usage by Level of Social Marketing Experience
100
80
60

Experts
Experienced
Dabblers
Novice
n=260

40
20
0

Using

Not Using

Not Using but
plan to in 2012

YouTube

Experienced marketers lead their less-experienced peers 3:1 in the adoption
and usage of YouTube, the most popular video platform.

YouTube Usage by Level of Marketing Experience
100
80
60

Experts
Experienced
Dabblers
Novice
n=264

40
20
0

Using

Not Using
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Forums
Similar to blogs and YouTube, forums are gaining momentum as a viable
social marketing platform. The leaders report the highest level of forum
utilization as part of their social media mix at 68%. The planned utilization
among all other levels of experience exceeds 20%, the highest among all the
second-tier platforms. Expect to see forums growing in popularity in 2012, as more
companies participate more actively or run forums of their own.
Forum Usage by Level of Marketing Experience
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foursquare
59% of marketing leaders also reported using social platforms such as
foursquare, the popular location-based social network. Compare them to
7% of social marketing novices and 16% of social marketing dabblers
who have tried creating presence on the network. The specific functionality of
foursquare may lend itself best to only certain industries, which we will explore
further in the next edition of our analysis.
foursquare Usage by Level of Marketing Experience
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Flickr
Flickr is among the social platforms of choice for 50% of marketing leaders
and 43% of experienced marketers. Expect to see increased adoption of
the platform in 2012 by all types of marketing organizations, with 17% of
novices and 12% of dabblers planning to add Flickr to their marketing mix.
Flickr Usage by Level of Marketing Experience
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SlideShare
The leaders have embraced SlideShare as an integral part of their
marketing mix; 43% of those marketers reported utilization of the platform
in 2011. Another 24% of them reported planned usage of SlideShare in
2012, the highest additional planned usage of any platform among the leaders.
Social marketing novices, on the other hand, are at the early stages of adoption;
only 10% reported using it in 2011, and another 15% plan to add SlideShare to
their mix in 2012.
SlideShare Usage by Level of Marketing Experience
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Tumblr

Tumblr is trailing its more popular social platform peers, with reported use
by 30% of marketing leaders and 20% of experienced marketers. The
planned usage among novices and dabblers in 2012 is reported at only
10% and 16%, respectively.
Tumblr Usage by Level of Marketing Experience
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Summary
The leaders will be expanding to new platforms, with the greatest interest in
SlideShare. The novices and dabblers are playing catch-up on the Big Three,
blogs and YouTube. As more marketers look for ways to increase the effectiveness
of their social marketing initiatives in 2012, watch for more companies adding
myriad social platforms to their marketing mix – brands usually look to add
channels when they find synergies in the managing across them. Expect
marketing leaders to pave the way for their less-experienced colleagues and
establish best practices for managing blogs, forums, YouTube, SlideShare,
foursquare, and Flickr presence.

Additional Resources: Free White Papers
Facebook Best Practices: 10 Tips to A Solid Fan Page: Master the art of
Facebook presence and engagement.
The Power of foursquare: 7 Innovative Ways to Get Your Customers to Check
In Wherever They Are: Download a free chapter of Carmine Gallo’s book and
learn about the advantages of foursquare.
YouTube Best Practices: Learn how to harness the power of video to create buzz,
grow your audience and make a lasting impression.
Social Media Marketing Guide from SEOMoz: Social Media Guide lists the most
popular and effective social media sites for marketing your business.
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LinkedIn will continue to have strong influence over marketers and
audiences in 2012. The additional planned usage of 10% of respondents
is the highest among the Big Three. The majority of survey respondents,
close to 80%, joined and used LinkedIn Groups in 2011. Over 43% of surveyed
marketers reported that they already participate in more than three LinkedIn Groups.
Number of LinkedIn Groups Companies Report Participating In
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LinkedIn Groups can be a viable way for marketers to reach out and talk to the
C-suite: 43% of executives surveyed for this report state participating in more than
five LinkedIn groups.
The increased clout and planned adoption and use of LinkedIn are driven by the
targeted nature of the platform. Consider these LinkedIn statistics published by
Social Technology Review in June of this year:
⁌ 50%+ of LinkedIn users are decision makers with their companies; 48.3%
are middle management or higher
⁌ 95% have a college education or higher.
⁌ Vertical decision makers: 30%+ software decision makers, 17% business
consulting services decision makers, 16% IT consulting service decision
makers, 13% marketing services decision makers, 13% travel decision
makers.
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Participation in LinkedIn Groups
by Respondent Role
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Respondents representing social marketing leaders and companies with social
marketing budgets of over $50,000 per year view LinkedIn Groups as a viable
tool. In fact, 52% of social marketing leaders reported operating their own LinkedIn
groups. This percentage jumps to 62% for respondents from companies with social
marketing budgets of over $100,000 per year.
Companies Operating LinkedIn Groups

Yes
No
n=279
38%

62%

Summary
LinkedIn introduced number of enhancement to increase engagement with groups,
including group polling options and the LinkedIn Today news aggregator. Expect
more new LinkedIn features in 2012 that will make LinkedIn Groups a meaning and
impactful way to connect with decision-makers.

Additional Resources:
LinkedIn Corporate Blog: The official and ultimate guide to all things LinkedIn.
LinkedIn Strategies Group: You guessed it, the #1 LinkedIn Strategies Group
focused on creating professional success on LinkedIn.
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No trade can flourish without its tools. Marketers surveyed for this report are
avid learners, tapping into multiple resources on a daily basis to learn about
new developments, embrace best practices and find practical advice on how to
maximize their marketing efforts. Blogs are the top reported resource for social
marketing information, with 82% of participants looking to the blogosphere for
social marketing know-how. Peers and industry conferences round up the top
three. Other resources marketers use to keep up-to-date with the latest and
greatest in social marketing include webinars, white papers, and newsletters.
Top Resources for Social Marketing News and Best Practices
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There is no single authority for social media marketing best practices. Marketers
who participated in this survey report using over 180 different resources to get
the latest in social marketing. Among those quoted resources, Mashable was
a clear favorite for over 35% of marketers, followed by Hubspot, Social Media
Examiner, Marketing Profs, LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, Social Media Today,
TechCrunch, Awareness, Inc., and SmartBrief.

Additional Social Marketing Resources
Mashable.com: The Social Media section of the Mashable website is dedicated to
top news stories, how-tos and practical guides on engaging in social and measuring
your social marketing effectiveness.
SocialMediaExaminer.com: Great resource, which offer a wide array of insights
about social media marketing. Enjoy the case studies, how-tos, reviews, videos,
expert interviews and in-depth industry analysis.
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Participants in this survey represent a broad spectrum of marketers from a
cross-section of organizations, industries and revenues, closely following the
distribution of businesses in the US. There was a mix of companies with businessto-business (B2B), business-to-consumer (B2C), or a mix between B2B and B2C;
revenues ranging from less that $1 million to over $100 million per year, as well as
companies from all major industry sectors.
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Industries
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
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Awareness, Inc. is the leading provider of enterprise-class, on-demand social
marketing management software (SMMS) for marketers to publish and manage
social content, engage with their audience and measure the effectiveness of their
social media activities across multiple social media channels. The Awareness
Social Marketing Hub is built upon Awareness’ expertise with some of the world’s
leading brands and marketing agencies including MLB, Sony Pictures, Comcast,
Likeable Media, Associated Press, Cox Communications, Mindjumpers and
American Cancer Society.
The Awareness Social Marketing Hub is built to address the challenges marketers
face managing multiple social channels. The Social Marketing Hub is the first
enterprise-class application for serious marketers who want to plan, implement and
measure meaningful social media strategies across the organization.
Learning More about Social Marketing by Connecting with Awareness:
Follow us on Twitter
@awarenessinc
Join us on Facebook
Social Media Marketing Best Practices
Social Media Marketing Mavens Pages
Join our LinkedIn Group
Social Media Marketing Mavens Group
Check out our Blog
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